
Handmade in the U.S.A., Twin Oaks Hammocks  
have been crafted by the members of Twin Oaks 
Community since 1967.  Apart from being 
committed to your satisfaction, we are also 
committed to a lifestyle that values cooperation, 
sharing, and equality.   

Twin Oaks Community
138 Twin Oaks Road

Louisa, VA 23093
Phone (540) 894-5125

Fax (540) 894-4112

HAMMOCKS

TWIN
OAKS

TM

HAND WOVEN
ENVIROPE HAMMOCK

If a manufacturing defect becomes evident 
within two years of purchase, we will repair or 
replace your hammock at no charge.  After two 
years, we will repair your hammock (when 
possible) for a small charge.  Home repairs 
are possible in some cases. Please notify 
us before shipping any hammock for 
repair or replacement.

TWIN OAKS WARRANTY

Printed on recycled paper

• 100% recycled polyester rope
• durable and repairable
• pleasingly soft cotton-like feel
• provides an end use for recycled items and builds 
  environmental awareness
• made in the United States



length of the hammock.   In such a space, 
the hardware to hang your hammock should 
ordinarily be mounted five to six feet (1.5 m to 
1.8 m) off the ground. If the distance between 
the hanging points is shorter, try mounting the 
screw-hooks higher, though this will make the 
hammock hang more bowed.  If the distance 
between the hanging points is longer, you can 
mount the hardware higher and use extra chain 
and S-hooks, and the hammock will hang as 
normal.  

We recommend using a Twin Oaks Hammock 
Hanging Kit,  which includes welded steel chain 
and 3/8" (1 cm) steel hammock hooks de-
signed with enough curve to keep the hammock 
ring from slipping off as the hammock moves.  
Please use this or hardware with equivalent 
strength and design. 

Drill a pilot hole where you want your hooks. 
This pilot hole should be approximately  1/2 
the diameter of the screw of the hammock 
hook. For example, if the hammock hook 
screw is 3/8" (1 cm) in diameter, then the pilot 
hole should be approximately 3/16" (0.5 cm). 
Screw the hammock hooks into the pilot holes. 
Be sure to set the screw deep enough that the 
eye is against the wood but do not over tighten 
the screw or allow the hook assembly or eye 
screw to be twisted or bent. Install screw hooks 
only on the side of the tree or post facing the 
hammock. Your hammock should not pull side-
ways on the hook.

Follow installation directions carefully. Prior to 
each use, inspect your hammock, hardware, 
installation points and objects supporting your 
hammock for wear or weakness. Proceed 
carefully and take your time getting into and 
out of your hammock.   Any hammock may 
tip if your weight isn’t centered. Swing gently.  
A hammock is not a playground swing or a 
trampoline. Excessive swinging and other rough 
play may result in falls and may wear out your 
hammock and hardware prematurely. Small 
children should not play unsupervised in your 
hammock.  Maximum safe weight limit is 450 
pounds (205 kg).

Your new hammock may initially be shorter 
than its full length (approximately 13 ft (396 
- 411 cm) for a family size and approximately 
11 feet for a single size). It will stretch to its 
proper length after a short time in use.

Hammocks are versatile! Although traditionally 
slung between two big trees, you can also 
hang them between posts set in the ground, 
on a porch, or on a hammock stand. We rec-
ommend trees or posts be a minimum of 6" 
(15 cm) in diameter or posts a minimum of 
4" x 6" (10 cm x 15 cm) in size. Make certain 
the wooden supports you are using are strong 
enough. Do not use wood supports which are 
cracked, split or rotten or which are too soft to 
properly hold the screw hooks. 

Setting posts in the ground allows you to install 
your hammock wherever you like, even if you 
don’t have trees. Post holes should be at least 
three feet (0.9 m) deep and carefully back-
filled with concrete. Remove air pockets. While 
concrete is fresh, posts may be tilted slightly 
away from the direction of the hammock. Wait 
at least 24 hours before hanging your ham-
mock. 

It’s easiest to hang your hammock in a space 
a foot (30 cm) or two longer than the overall 

Use one or two lengths chain and S-hooks as 
necessary to reach between the hammock and 
the hooks. See Figure 1.  

It is normal for your new hammock to stretch 
considerably when it is new,  so the first time 
you hang a new hammock stretch it very tight, 
and then be especially careful when getting 
into the hammock the first time! As it stretches 
under your weight be careful not to hit the 
ground, or if using a hammock stand not to hit 
the center pipe.  

Be careful not to let the hammock tip as you 
get in.  

As it stretches, keep shortening the chain.  If 
you store it for months, you may have to stretch 
it like this again.  After it stretches you can get 
into it much more easily.  

Once the hammock is stretched out, it should 
be hung loosely enough that when the hammock 
is in use (when there is weight in it) the angle 

of the chain as illustrated in Figure 2 is at 
least 25 degrees from horizontal.  Hanging 
your hammock more tightly than this greatly 
increases the load to the hardware and 
supports.  

Another way to hang your hammock is to buy a 
hammock stand.  This allows you to place your 
hammock almost anywhere, and even to move 
your hammock to different locations (warning: 
check the stand after each move to assure that 
the parts are fully inserted into each other.  If 
the stand is partially disconnected when the 
hammock is laid in, the stand could collapse in 
on the hammock and cause serious injury. Our 
newest stands now have lock pins to keep the 
stand parts inserted.)  Check with the retailer 
from which you bought the hammock for 
information on hammock stands.   If you would 
like to order a stand, you can call Twin Oaks 
Hammocks at (800) 688-8946.

Under normal use, your hammock will last for 
years. You can increase its useful life by storing 
it, dry, during seasons when it’s not in use, 
hanging it where it will be shaded most of the 
day, and protecting it from dogs, rodents and 
other animals which might chew or nest in the 
rope.

The synthetic bed of your hammock is washable 
with warm water and a mild detergent or soap. 
Don’t use harsh chemical cleaners or bleach. 
Rinse well and let it dry thoroughly before 
storing.  

Your hammock’s wood spreader boards are 
solid oak. Left alone they will weather to a 
natural barn grey. If you prefer to keep the look 
of finished wood, we recommend you varnish or 
oil them frequently (every six months of use).
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